Abstract-
framework dependencies and associated library versions required to develop a web application. Spring Boot offers simpler dependency management by using a comprehensive, but flexible, framework and the associated libraries in one single dependency, which provides all the Spring related technology that you need for starter projects as compared to CRUD web applications. This framework provides a range of additional features that are common across many projects such as embedded server, security, metrics, health checks, and externalized configuration. Web applications are generally packaged as war and deployed to a web server, but Spring Boot application can be packaged either as war or jar file, which allows to run the application without the need to install and/or configure on the application server. In this paper, we discuss how Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Data Center (ADC) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, is using Spring Boot to create a SOA based REST [4] service API, that bridges the gap between frontend user interfaces and backend database. Using this REST service API, ARM scientists are now able to submit reports via a user form or a command line interface, which captures the same data quality or other important information about ARM data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The ADC currently uses a SOA based framework to develop any new applications and/or tools. One such application is the Data Quality Report (DQR) submission tool. The DQR tool is used by the Data Quality (DQ) Office to create report(s) about the quality of data within a particular data stream for a specific time range accompanied by a category of severity for the quality issue affecting the data. This tool allows the user to submit a report with required fields through the REST API, using Spring Boot, which saves the data to database. The API acts as a middle layer between the client User Interface (UI) and the database.
REST is an architectural style to design web services, that can be consumed from different clients using simple HTTP calls. Spring Boot makes developing the REST API service with minimum fuss. The API structure contains a Spring Boot Application class (acts as a launching point), a Java Persistence API (JPA) entity (Spring Boot Auto Configuration detects the database that is being used and entities to match the targeted tables), a controller (that handles all the services the client requires) and a repository (that is based on the CrudRepository [3] to perform database create, read, update, and/or delete [CRUD] operations).
II. IMPLEMENTATION
The application is designed using three main components (as shown in figure) , a frontend UI form (to capture user entered data), API (which accepts HTTP/S requests either from a UI form or command call, like curl or Postman) and the database (where the data is stored). The UI is a simple form with a set of 2 fields that describes the data quality issue for the affected data. Once the form is submitted, the data is validated (check for required fields and expected formats). If valid, then it is sent as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) request to the REST API using a resource URL. The API validates the incoming request against the entity fields required to save, update, or delete the data in the database. If the data is valid and the operation is successful, the API returns a HTTP response back to UI with success message and standard status code [5] (2xx -Success). If invalid data or failed operation, return a failure message with exception encountered and corresponding standard status code [5] (4xx -client error or 5xx -server error). The API is the most important component, it is designed in such a way that it not only accepts HTTP request from the UI (i.e. form data), but also has the flexibility to accept JSON HTTP request through command line interface, which means the UI is not the only source to submit data. This allows ARM scientists to setup automated scripts to create DQ reports without being restricted to only using the UI form.
III. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this paper highlights the SOA based REST API using Spring Boot Framework which does have definite advantages over other spring-based frameworks. It allows simpler dependency management, auto configuration, built-in CRUD handling, and flexible project startup (installed or local). In addition, we have discussed how we are using it to allow our scientists to submit reports using frontend UI and command line interfaces.
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